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Abstract: - This paper is on the evaluation of hydrogen fuel cells as a mean to enhance RPAS systems
performances in terms of reachable range and endurance to integrate them into controlled airspaces operatively
and safely. Main steps to size a fuel cell system to feed electrical motors of a fixed wing RPAS capable of
specific operations category are described in this article. Then, a more extensive parametric model of a fuel cell
power line based on operative and safety requirements for medium range/medium endurance RPAS systems is
presented and discussed.
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the first timeframe of integration, RPAS continue to
be accommodated in controlled airspaces by means
of Flexible Use of Airspace (FUA) / Advanced
Flexible Use of Airspace (AFUA) techniques. For
example, currently, this is a daily practice in Europe
for military RPASs.
It is expected that the essential Standard and
Recommended Practices (SARPS) will be issued by
2023. After this milestone, the second temporal
stage will be from 2023 onwards. With the
availability of rules, standards and supporting
technology, RPAS will be integrated into controlled
airspace as any other aerial user except for the fact
that the pilot will not be on board. Consequently
sense, detect and avoid equipment will be
mandatory to interact with other manned or
remotely piloted traffic. In fact, the most important
basic requirement which lays at the basis of this
complex regulatory and technical process of
integration of RPASs into controlled airspace is and
will be safety. More precisely, the integration of
RPAS will not have to damage current level of
safety reached by aerial transport [2].

1 Introduction
Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (RPAS) are
currently object of in-depth studies and researches
on the issues related to their full integration into the
civil controlled airspace with manned aircraft.
This is the natural consequence of the worldwide
recognized utility of remotely piloted aerial systems
for civil applications. In fact, they can be used to
perform repetitive or dangerous aerial operations
more quickly and with less effort and risks for the
human operator. In Europe, the European Aviation
Safety Agency (EASA) is directly committed to
issue the general rules to achieve the full integration
of RPAS with manned aircraft, aware of the
economic potential of this new kind of aircraft.
Such integration will be gradual, but arranged
within a limited time window and divided into two
timeframes, performing a sort of accommodation
towards the full integration [1]. The first temporal
stage will be from present time to 2023. Due to the
absence of regulations and industry standards to
manage Instrumental Flight Rules (IFR) capable
RPAS and due to their initial low number, during
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On the base of the abovementioned guidelines,
EASA is implementing a concept of operations for
the integration of the RPASs with manned aircraft
based on a risk-centric approach [3]. Three formal
risk categories of operations have been defined by
EASA in relation with RPASs sorties according to
the level of risk o the considered operation: open,
specific and certified, following an increasing level
of operational risk. The open category refers to
RPAS systems of weight under 25 kg and
authorized to fly until 500 ft of maximum altitude;
the specific category will include RPAS systems
capable of operations between 500 ft and flight level
FL600 (i.e 60000 ft); certified category will include
RPAS systems capable of flight operations
comparable to those of current manned aircraft.
In addition, RPAS systems are entering an
aviation scenario that is under modifications
according to the following new elements:
• the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO) recommendations about safety and the
adoption of a systematic way to manage it within
aerospace organizations using methodologies
based on Safety Management System (SMS) [4];
• the ICAO reorganization of global airspace to
make it more efficient in the management of
traffic and to accommodate an increasing volume
of aircraft maintaining the same safety level [2];
• the issues raised by the so called ‘green aviation’
[5], that are related to the research for more
efficient or innovative carbon-neutral propulsion
technologies.
According to the Authors, on the basis of the
above mentioned elements, the most interesting and
concrete level of integration of RPAS systems with
manned aircraft is the case of specific operations. In
order to make this scenario real, the increase of
RPASs range and endurance performances is
fundamental. This paper is on the evaluation of
hydrogen fuel cells as a mean to enhance RPAS
systems performances in terms of reachable range
and endurance to perform specific risk category
operations and integrate them into controlled
airspaces operatively and safely.
This article is structured as follows: Section 2
focuses on fuel cells; after introducing some generic
references to ‘green aviation’ and hybrid propulsion
technologies, fuel cell principle of operation is
described. Section 3 describes the main steps to size
a fuel cell system to feed electrical motors of a fixed
wing RPAS capable of specific operations category;
then, a parametric model of a fuel cell power line
based on operative and safety requirements for
medium range/medium endurance RPAS is shown.
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Section 4 contains a discussion of the possible
future development of the present study. Finally,
Section 5 sums up the conclusions related to the
topics presented in this article.

2 Hydrogen Fuel Cells
Green aviation is a trend diffusing in aeronautics
according to the new sensitivity on environment
concerns. Green aviation studies the impact of
aviation on the environment, considering carbon and
NOx emissions, and noise [5]. Green aviation can be
intended both from the side of air segment of
aviation, that is aircraft [6], and from the side of
ground segment of aviation, that is airports and their
ground facilities: e.g. auxiliary power units (APUs)
to feed airplanes on ground before a flight [7].
Green aviation comprehends investigations on
hybrid propulsions systems [8] as well as on
renewable source of energy theoretically capable,
among other advantages, to provide good results in
terms of aircraft endurance, range, and optimization
of fuel consumption. The fuel cells [8] are
electrochemical devices that convert the energy of a
fuel (such as hydrogen, natural gas or other
hydrocarbon-based fuels) directly into electricity.
So, the principle of operation is the same as for
traditional cells, but fuel cells use external source of
energy to generate electricity. Fuel cells devices are
composed of an electrolyte layer in contact with an
anode on one side and with a cathode on the either
side. The chemical reaction at the base of the
operation of a fuel cell is an electrolysis reaction.
More in detail, a chemical reaction of oxidation
occurs on the anode side of the fuel cell, while a
reduction is performed on the cathode side.
There is a variety of fuel cells available on the
market. In this paper attention will be focused on
Polymer Electrolyte Membrane or Proton Exchange
Membrane Fuel Cell (PEM-FC) technology [8], due
to their low working temperature (between -25°C
and 75°C [9]) and to the very interesting properties
of the polymer that composes the cell membrane.
This technology was discovered in the 1960s, and
over the decades and the applications (from
powering a cellular mobile to a train locomotive)
has confirmed its simplicity of use and quick startup. The above mentioned polymer membrane is
characterized by a particular behavior: it is
impermeable to gas but it allows the passage of
protons (hence the name ‘Proton Exchange
Membrane’ also known with its commercial name
Nafion®, made by DuPont company).
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Fig. 1: Thee basic principple of operatio
on of a PEM fuel
f cell [8]

Such mem
mbrane actss as the electrolyte; itt is
squeezed
s
beetween the two poro
ous conducttive
electrodes.
e
T
The electrodees are madee out of carbbon
cloth
c
or carbon fiber paper. At the intterface with the
polymer
p
mem
mbrane, the electrodes are
a upholsteered
with
w
catalystt particles of
o platinum (i.e. the m
most
common
c
casee), as shown in Fig. 1 [8]].
Electrochemical reacttions of interrest occur at the
surface
s
of thhe catalyst att the interface between the
electrolyte
e
annd the membbrane. Hydrogen, fed on oone
side
s
of thee membranee, splits intto its prim
mary
constituents,
c
protons andd electrons. The
T protons go
through
t
the m
membrane. The
T electronss travel throuugh
the
t electricallly conductivve electrodess; they cross the
collectors,
c
annd enter the outside circcuit where thhey
perform
p
usefful work. Thhen they con
ntinue returnning
to
t the other sside of the membrane.
On the caatalyst sites of the mem
mbrane towaards
the
t other eleectrode they meet with the
t protons tthat
went
w
throughh the membrrane and oxy
ygen that is fed
on
o the other side of the membrane
m
generating waater
by
b mean of aan electrocheemical reactio
on. Finally thhey
are
a pushed oout of the cell with an excess flow
w of
oxygen.
o
A flow of directt electrical cu
urrent resultss as
final
f
producct of the described pro
ocess [8]; tthis
process
p
is graaphically shoown in Fig. 1.
1
The side with the hydrogen
h
iss negative aand
corresponds
c
to the anodee; the side with
w the oxyggen
is
i positive annd is the catthode. The above
a
describbed
basic
b
chemiccal reactions that occur within
w
a fuel ccell
are
a each one detailed hereeinafter [8].
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The anodic chemical reaaction (hydro
ogen side) iss:
H2 → 2H

2e
e‐

(11)

The cathodic chemical reaction (ox
xygen side) is
i
thee following:
½ O2

2H

2e‐ → H2O

(22)

The overall chemical reeaction is the following:
H2

½ O 2  H 2O

(33)

The maxim
mum amoun
unt of electtrical energgy
gen
nerated by a fuel cell cann be calculatted, accordinng
to the Gibbs freee energy forrmula, as [8]]:
Wele

‐ ΔG

(44)

The theoretical potentiaal E of the fueel cell is:
E

‐ ΔG/nF

(55)

wh
here, ΔG is the
t free enerrgy of the reeaction (equaal
to 237,340 J mol
m -1), n is the numberr of electronns
inv
volved (two,, in this casee) and F is the
t Faraday’’s
con
nstant (i.e. 96485
9
Couloombs/mol). The
T electricaal
po
otential of a fuel
f cell, at 1 atm of pressure and 255°
C of temperatu
ure is E = 1,223 V. A valu
ue of electricaal
po
otential of thiis order of m
magnitude is typical
t
of fueel
celll; in other words
w
a singgle cell usuaally generatees
verry low po
otential diffferences and very low
w
currrents. For th
his reason sinngle fuel cellls are usuallly
con
nnected eith
her in series,, or in paralllel, to form a
staack, in such a way that sseveral W to many kW of
o
po
ower can be generated.
g
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F 2: Remoteely Piloted Air
Fig.
ircraft Systems (RPAS) misssion profile [99]

Acccording to th
he UVS (Unm
nmanned Airccraft Systemss)
cattegorization of RPAS a medium raange RPAS is
i
exp
pected to fly
y over more tthan 500 km
m of range annd
forr a period of time up to 1 0 ÷ 18 hourss [9].
The architecture of the ppower line of the RPAS is
i
sch
hematically shown
s
in Figg. 3 [10].
The fuel ceell is the prim
mary source of energy foor
thee RPAS and it is fed by tthe hydrogen
n contained in
i
thee tank and by
b the oxygeen contained
d in the air to
t
gen
nerate electrric current. T
The principlle of workinng
of the fuel cell has already been describ
bed in Sectioon
2. The fuel celll and the LiiPo battery are
a connecteed
in parallel betw
ween them too the DC/DC transformerr.
This equipment providdes the corrrect potentiaal
w
to the RPAS loads through thhe
diffference to work
DC
C power bus. The DC poower bus is th
he componennt
of the line ablee to select thhe source of power to usee:
thee fuel cell iss mainly useed during thee whole flighht
miission. The LiPo
L
battery can be requested to worrk
by
y the power bus
b in case off high deman
nd of energy..
The DC power bus aalso has thee function to
t
pro
otect the LiPo
L
batteryy functionallity avoidinng
exttreme dischaarge cycles.
As widely described inn [11], the main
m
steps to
t
sizze the power line in objecct are the folllowing ones::
1. determination of the tootal energy associated to
t
each phase of flight;
2. determination of the ellectrical pow
wer requesteed
to the poweer line duringg each phase of flight;
he energy necessary to
t
3. energy allocation: the
perform thee flight opeeration shall be allocateed
between th
he fuel celll system an
nd the LiP
Po
battery;
ume and masss
4. determination of the neecessary volu
of hydrogen
n of the fuel cell;
Po battery;
5. determination of the maass of the LiP
hodology leeads to more
m
generaal
This meth
nsiderations and to a more co
omprehensivve
con
parrametric model
m
to iddentify parrameters annd
con
nditions necessary to maake fuel cell a real optioon
to integrate RP
PAS systems into controlled airspacess.

The fuel ccell stack requires other componentss to
complete
c
thee system that are the fuel cell processsing
section
s
calleed Balance-oof-Plant (Bo
oP), the pow
wer
section
s
(that is the compoonent surrou
unding the staack
itself),
i
the poower conditiioning unit and
a the conttrol
unit.
u
The fueel processing is required to produc e a
hydrogen-ric
h
ch and possiibly desulfu
urized gas. T
The
power-condit
p
tioning unitt converts variable
v
DC to
controlled
c
A
AC current, with a speccific frequenncy,
active
a
and rreactive pow
wer; in addittion, it acts as
feedback
f
to ccontrol the fuuel flow to th
he stack [8].

3 Fuel Ceell Power Line Model
The
T object of this papeer is the deescription o f a
parametric
p
m
model of a fuuel cell poweer line basedd on
operative
o
annd safety requirements
r
s for mediium
range/medium
r
m endurancee RPAS systeems. Accordding
to
t the authorrs, RPAS syystems capab
ble of this leevel
of
o flight perrformance, can
c reasonab
bly be ablee to
perform
p
specific risk category aerial sortties
according
a
too EASA/JAR
RUS (Joint Authorities for
Rulemaking
R
on Unmanneed Systems) RPAS conccept
of
o operationss [1-3]. Befo
fore focusing
g on this toppic,
main
m
steps to size a fuel cell sy
ystem to fe
feed
electrical
e
mootors of a fixeed wing RPA
AS is describbed.
A fixed wingg RPAS is suupposed to be
b used becau
ause
rotor
r
wing R
RPAS usuallly fed, at th
he moment, by
Lithium
L
Polyymer (LiPo) batteries onlly, cannot reaach
the
t desired pperformancess. In order to
t calculate the
necessary
n
ppower for the
t
consideered RPAS,, a
possible
p
reallistic missionn profile haas been definned
(as
( shown in Fig. 2 and according
a
to [9]).
[
After takee-off and clim
mb the RPAS is requiredd to
navigate
n
at itts design cruuise speed until
u
descendding
towards
t
the m
mission areaa where the payload
p
willl be
operated.
o
Affter the misssion area, th
he flight pro file
foresees
f
a ssecond climbb to come back to cruuise
altitude
a
andd cruise sppeed, until reaching the
waypoint
w
foor the finall descent, approach, aand
landing.
l
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Temperature of the fuel cell shall be kept within
a suitable range by mean of thermal management of
the fuel cell [14]. Too high fuel cell temperatures
would cause water evaporation and drying of the
membranes. In this case, no hydrogen ion
conduction though the membranes would be
possible. Too low fuel cell temperatures would
avoid water condensation inside the stack.
This condition would impede the gas diffusion
and the transport of the reactants to the membranes.
In order to make RPAS fed by hydrogen fuel
cells capable of regular specific operations in
controlled airspaces, hydrogen fuel cells installed on
board RPAS will need for refurbishment as it
regularly happen for current aircraft with kerosene
Main concerns related to hydrogen logistics are
about the transport of hydrogen and are due to its
physical properties. As it happens for natural gas,
hydrogen can be transported in liquid or gaseous
state. Considering hydrogen at liquid state, it can be
stated that the minor losses during transport and the
higher volumetric storage density imply less
frequent refill of stationery tanks with liquid
hydrogen, even if energy is spent to liquefy it at
temperatures of 21 K and at pressure of 1.3 MPa.
Major concerns for supply of hydrogen at gaseous
state are related to higher energy expenditures
caused by very low density of hydrogen [15].
It must be noted that a redundant LiPo battery
working in parallel to the fuel cell system enhances
the safety of the power line, but in addition bring
other benefits to the functionality and performance
of the whole power line resulting in a lighter in
weight [16] and more efficient and flexible technical
solution (as proposed in [11] and [17]).
Due to the high power density of the battery with
respect to the fuel cell, the LiPo battery easily
provides the excess of power requested during the
most demanding phases of flight remaining in stand
by for the rest of the time. In fact, power requested
during cruise is significantly lower than the peak
power [17].

Two kinds of parameters can be identified:
operational parameters and safety parameters.
Operational parameters are: RPAS weight, RPAS
airspeed, its airframe shape including scaling factors
and its aerodynamic efficiency; factor of utilization
of the fuel cells with respect to the redundancy, the
power line efficiency, function of the fuel cell
efficiency and flight conditions (i.e. temperature,
altitude, pressure,), logistics for hydrogen supply.
Safety parameters are related to the presence of
LiPo battery as a redundant source of energy with
respect to the fuel cell.
Considering RPAS weight parameter, as a first
estimation, the power requested to the fuel cell van
be assumed to be directly proportional to the weight
of the RPAS for a given set of design performances.
Even if considering the high efficiency of PEM fuel
cell in converting chemical energy in electrical
energy and the high energy content of hydrogen,
due to the lowest density of hydrogen, large
volumes of it can be requested. For aeronautical
applications as well as for automotive ones, the
common and consolidated practice is to store
hydrogen at the gaseous state inside appropriate
tanks at very low temperatures and high pressure to
increase density. In the worst case, the weight of the
fuel power system can affect RPAS flight attitude
and performances. The best compromise shall be
found among these parameters [12]:
• the quantity of hydrogen to be stored into the
tank to perform mission profiles;
• the resulting dimensions of the tank; the volume
size of the tank with respect to the space of the
RPAS where it will be located;
• the total weight of the tank due to the greater
thickness of its walls to contain the internal gas
pressure.
For this reason, the sizing of the hydrogen tank is
the most delicate phase when designing a fuel cell
power line. As a general requirement, the best
combination of pressure and volume of the
hydrogen tank can be determined with regards to a
global evaluation of RPAS flight performances [11].
RPAS airspeed and aerodynamic efficiency have
an impact on the request of energy to the power line
during the cruise phases that is during most of time
of flight. Aerodynamic design solutions shall assure
high values of efficiency and scale factors [13] that
influence on the efficiency of the RPAS through
different airframe dimensions shall be accurately
chosen. For given desired values of flight range and
endurance, efficiency influences consumption and
sizing of the power line. The power line efficiency
depends on the efficiency of the fuel cell and of the
other components of the fuel cell system [8].
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4 Conclusions
This paper deals with the possibility to apply
Proton Electron Membrane (PEM) fuel cell as
primary source of energy for a medium range/
medium endurance fixed wing RPAS in order to
pose more realistic technical basis for their
integration with manned aircraft into controlled
airspaces. Main related operational and safety issues
related to the design of hydrogen power lines able to
provide such performances have been described.
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Hydrogen propulsion can be the solution to make
RPAS perform specific risk operations as defined by
EASA into controlled airspaces.
New issues are raised in this paper, linked to:
• the safety risks caused by the flammability of
hydrogen and the risk of explosion in presence of
oxidizing gases;
• the need of more systematic studies about the
power management system between the fuel cell
and its redundancy and its dynamic response to
demanding flight conditions into controlled
airspaces;
• the implementation of a suitable network on
ground to refurbish hydrogen for flight activity.
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